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1 Preliminaries





for any $a,$ $b\in S$ .
Let $S$ be a $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}$nlal’ $*$ -semigroup. An idempotent $e$ in $S$ is called a projection if $e^{*}=e$ . For a subset
$A$ of $S$ , denote the set of projections of $A$ by $P(A)$ .
A $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\iota\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot*$-semigroup $S$ is called a $ge’ er.ulizedi,.ve7^{\cdot}se*$ -semigroup if $E(S)$ , the set of idcmpotents
of S. satisfies the identity:
$jl;_{1^{qi}2^{X}3^{X_{4}}}.=x_{1}x_{3}x_{2}x_{4}$ (1.1)
Such a semigroup is orthodox in the usual sense that $E(S)E(S)\subseteq E(S)$ .
Result 1.1 ([12]) A $regula,r\cdot*$ -semigroup $S$ is a $gene\tau\cdot alize(li,\iota\cdot ver\cdot se*$ -semigroup $if_{i}$ and only if. $P(S)$
$sutisfi,es$ the $i(le’\iota t.it,\mathrm{c}/(1.1)$ .
Let $S$ be a $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\iota\iota \mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}*$-semigroup. For $a.b\in S$ . deffile a relat,ion $\leq \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}S$ by
$a\leq b\Leftrightarrow a=eb=bf$ for some $e.f\in P(S)$ .
Result 1.2 ([5]) Let a $a\prime n,tll$) be elements of a regular $*-\{\dagger emigroup$ S. Then the follou’ing $l’,7^{\cdot}t^{\lrcorner},$ $e(\mathit{1}^{\downarrow\iota i^{r}v(rJ,e\nu\iota\dagger:}’\cdot$
(i) $a\leq b$ .
(ii) $aa^{*}=|)a^{*}$ an$‘ f$. $a^{*}a=b^{*}a$ .
(iii) $aa^{*}=ab^{*}a,nd$ $a*a=a^{*}b$ .
(iv) $a=aa^{*}b=ba^{*}a$ .
Result 1.3 ([4]) Let $S$ be a regula,7 $*$ -semigroup. The’$\iota$
(i) $E(S)=P(S)^{\underline{)}}$ . In foct. for any $e\in E(S)$ . the $r\cdot e$ exist $f_{;}g\in P(S)\theta 1\iota c1\dagger$, that $f\mathscr{B}e\mathscr{L}g‘ r,n(le=fg$ .
(ii) For any $a\in SnmJ,$ $e\in P(S)$ . $a^{*}ea\in P(S)$ .
(iii) For $e.f\in P(S)$ . $ef\in P(S)$ if. $\mathrm{r}/,nd$ only $iJ$. $cf=fe$ .
(iv) Each $\mathscr{L}$ -class am$\prime de‘ l(^{\backslash h\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{- c\downarrow(,ss}},$, in $S$ contains one and only one $I^{J7oj}$ection.
Result 1.4 ([8]) Let $S$ be an $\mathit{0}7^{\cdot}t.ho\mathrm{r}lox$. $sem,ir/$roup. Then
$\sigma=$ { $(a,$ $b)\in S\cross S:eae=ebe$ for some $e\in E(S)$ }
$\prime i.st,l_{l},e$ minimum group $c\mathrm{o}$ngruence on $S$ .
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2 $E$-unitary generalized inverse $*$ -semigroups
$PG^{*}$-semigroups
Let (G. $X,$ $Y$ ) be a $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}$ . triple, and let { $P_{\mathrm{o}}$ : a $\in Y$ } be a family of disjoint non-empty sets
indexed by the elements of $Y$ . Put $P= \bigcup_{\alpha\in Y}$ $P_{\alpha}$ . For each pair $\alpha.\beta$ of elements of $Y$ where $\alpha\geq/J$ .
let $\rho 0,/\mathit{3}$ : $P_{a}arrow P/\mathit{3}$ be a lnapping such that the following two axioms hold:
$(\mathrm{P}\mathrm{G}^{*}1)\rho_{\alpha.0}$ is the identity mapping on $P_{\mathrm{Q}}$ .
$(\mathrm{P}\mathrm{G}^{*}2)$ If $\alpha\geq\beta\geq\gamma$ then $\rho\alpha,\beta\rho\beta,\gamma=\rho_{a,\gamma}$ .
We call such a quintet ( $G$ , X. $Y,$ $P,$ $\{\rho_{a,\beta}\}$ ) a $PG^{*}$ -quintet.
Proposition 2.1 Let (G. $X,$ $Y$, P. $\{\rho_{\mathfrak{a},/^{j}}\}$ ) be a, $PG^{*}$ -quintet. Then
$S=\{(\alpha.g..\tau_{1}:..’\iota i\underline{\cdot)})\in \mathrm{Y}\mathrm{x}G\mathrm{x}P\mathrm{x}P:g^{-1}\alpha\in \mathrm{Y}.x_{1}\in P_{\mathrm{c}\iota}, x_{2}\in P_{g^{-1}\alpha}\}$.
(vit.h multiplication and a $u\prime na7^{\cdot}\mathrm{t}/$ operation ($J^{i\prime}1fen$, by
(or, $g,$ $x_{1}.x_{2}$ ) $(/i, h, y_{1}, \mathrm{z}/2)=(\alpha$ A $g\beta..qh,$
$x_{1}\rho \mathfrak{a},\mathfrak{a}\wedge g_{}(j\cdot’\iota/2\rho_{t,-1}\beta.(ty/\iota)-1(\mathfrak{a}\wedge g\beta))-1^{\cdot}$
$\langle\alpha..q,$ $x_{1}.x_{2})^{*}=(.q^{-1}\alpha.g , .T_{2}i, \mathrm{J}_{1}’,)$
is an, $E- u’|,irt,ar\cdot\uparrow/gene7^{\cdot}a,l_{}izedir\iota ve7^{\cdot}se*- semi_{J}(r\cdot \mathit{0}\cdot up$ .
We say that $S$ is a $PG^{*}$ -semigroup and denoted by $PG^{*}$ ( $G$ , X. $Y,$ $P,$ $\{\rho_{0,\beta}\}$ ), or simply by $PG^{*}$ ( $G.$ X. Y. $P$ ).
We now characterise the Green $s$ relations $\mathscr{L}.\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , the lninimum group conguence $\sigma$ and the $\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{1}\backslash \mathrm{n}\cdot \mathrm{a}1$
order $\leq \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}PG^{*}(GX, \mathrm{Y}, P, \{\text{ }\rho_{\alpha,\beta}\})$
Proposition 2.2 Let $(\alpha, g, x_{1}, x_{2})$ . $(\beta, l\iota.y_{1}, \mathrm{t}/2)$ be elements of $S=PG$“ ( $G$ , X. Y. P. $\{\rho_{a./J}\}$ ).
(i) $(\alpha, g.x_{1}, x_{2})\leq(\beta, h,, ’.l/\mathrm{l} , y_{2})$ if. and only if, cv $\leq\beta,$ $g=h.y_{1}\rho_{\beta,\mathfrak{a}}=x_{1}$ , IY2 $\rho t\iota^{-1}\beta,r^{-\mathrm{I}}’\alpha=x_{2}$ .
(ii) $(\alpha, g, x_{1}.a:_{2})\sigma(\beta.l_{l_{1}}..y1\cdot \mathit{1}/2)$ if. ($|,(;$, only if, $g=h$ .
(iii) $(\alpha, g.a:_{1} , ?:_{2})’(l(\beta.l_{l,}.y_{1}, \cdot.‘/2)$ if. $a’|,don,l,y$ if. $g^{-1}\alpha=h^{-1}\beta$ and $x_{2}=.y_{-}.,$ .
(iv) $(\alpha, .q, \tau\iota\cdot?:\underline{\cdot)}).i\text{ }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}(/f, l_{t},.\cdot!/1\cdot!\prime J2)$ if,
$\cdot$
$l/,n,dor|,ly$ if. ‘-v $=\beta$ an$‘ l,$ $x_{1}=\tau/1$ .
Now we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3 Th, $‘\lrcorner$, semigroup $PG$“ (G. $X,$ $Y,$ $P,$ $\{\rho_{a,\beta}\}$ ) is an $E- u’|,it$ ($\mathit{1},7\mathrm{t}/$ generalized $if\iota^{J}verse*$ -semigroup
and $\prime m$aximum group homomorphic image isomorphic to $G$ .
Construction of $E$-unitary generalized inverse $*$-semigroups
Let $S$ be an $E$-unitary generalized $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}.\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$ -semigroup. Put $G=S/\sigma$ . and denoted its identity by 1.
Sillce $E(S)$ is a lninimum group congruence class of S. $E(S)$ is the identity of $G$ . Let, $E\{S$ ) $\sim\sum\{E_{r}$, :
$\alpha\in Y\}$ be the str$n\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\backslash \mathrm{u}\cdot \mathrm{e}$ decomposition of $E(S)$ . that, is $E(S)$ is a $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}:\mathrm{e}Y$ of $1^{\cdot}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{C}}\iota \mathrm{n}_{8^{1\iota 1\lambda\Gamma}}$. bands
$E_{\mathrm{r}\iota}$ (a $\in Y$ ). Put $\mathcal{E}=$ { $E_{\mathrm{o}}$ : or $\in Y$ }. We shall const,ruct $PG$‘-quintet.
First, we deffile a relation $\rho$ on 6 $\mathrm{x}G$ by
$(E_{\mathrm{o}},g)\rho(E_{\beta}.h)\Leftrightarrow x^{t}.\iota:^{*}\in E_{\mathfrak{a}}$ and $x^{*}x\in E_{\beta}$ for some $x\in g^{-1}h,$ .
Lemma 2.4 The relation $\rho$ is an equivalence $7^{\cdot}elat,ion$ on $\mathcal{E}\mathrm{x}G$ .
We shall write.$p$
. for $(\mathcal{E}\mathrm{x}G)/\rho$, and denote the $r$-class of 8 $\mathrm{x}G$ which contains $(E_{\alpha}. g)$ by $(E_{\mathrm{o}}..q)\rho$ .
The following lemmas are inrnediate.
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Lemma 2.5 For ($\iota’‘ ycl\mathrm{c}^{I}me\tau|_{\wedge}tx\in S$ . $’\iota\cdot x^{*}\in E_{\mathrm{o}}..’\iota^{*}‘.\prime \mathrm{t}‘\in E_{\beta}f’ 07^{\cdot}$ so $\prime m,e$ or. $/\mathit{3}\in Y$ . Th en
$(E_{\mathrm{o}}. 1)\rho(E_{\mathit{1}j}.x\sigma)$ and $(E_{/\mathit{3}},1)\rho(E_{\mathrm{o}}. (x\sigma)^{-\downarrow})$ .
Lemma 2.6 Let $a$ $/\mathit{3}\in Y$ and $.q\in GS’tJ,cht,ha,t$, $(E_{\circ} \mathit{9})\rho(E_{\beta\cdot q}.)$ The$7t_{J}\alpha=/\mathit{3}$
Proposition 2.7 Let $E_{\mathrm{o}}$ . $E_{\beta},$ $E_{\gamma}\in g$ an$‘ lg,$ $h\in G.$ If $a\leq\beta$ and $(E\}f\cdot g)\rho(E_{-1}$ . $h,\rangle$ . then t.he $r\cdot ee.\prime r.isf_{\backslash }.\forall$
$\delta\in Y$ such that $\delta\leq\gamma$ . $(E_{\mathfrak{a}}. g)\rho(E_{\delta}.h,)$ .
We define a relation $\leq$ on $X$ as follows:
$A\leq B\Leftrightarrow\alpha\leq\beta$ , $(E_{\mathrm{o}}. g)\in A.(E_{\beta\cdot g})\in B$
for some $\alpha,$ $/i\in \mathrm{Y}$ and $g\in G$ . The proof of the following is $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}’ \mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{h}\cdot \mathrm{o}\mathrm{o}$ Proposition 2.7 and
the definition of $\leq$ .
Corollary 2.8 Let $A\leq B$ . $\prime whe7^{\cdot}eA,$ $B\in\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ . If $(E_{-}. h,))\in B$ . $t.h,ent,he7^{\cdot}e$ exists $\delta\in Y$ suclt, th, $‘/,t$. $\delta\leq\gamma$
$(\iota t|,d(E_{\delta \mathrm{t}};_{1},)\in A$ .
Lemma 2.9 The $\gamma^{}el,nt,io’\iota\leq is$ a $part,ia,l$. $\mathit{0}7de7^{\cdot}on.\mathit{9}$ .
Let
$\mathrm{L}J\gamma_{=}\{(E_{\mathrm{o}}.1)\rho : \alpha\in Y\}$ .
We define an action of $G$ oli g- by order automorphisms. Suppose frst that, $(E_{1}‘.g)\rho(E_{l^{j}}.f\iota)$ . This
lneans that there exists $x\in.q^{-1}h$, such that $xx^{*}\in$ $E_{\mathrm{o}}..r\prime x*\in E_{\beta}$ . Let $k\in G$ . Then $x\in\{\lambda:g)^{-1}$ (A h)
aitid so $(E_{\circ}.\mathrm{A}ig)\rho=(E‘(;.\lambda il\iota)\rho$ . We can therefore define $0$ : $G\cross J$ $arrow f^{\text{ }}$ by
$k.\mathrm{o}(E_{\mathfrak{a}},g)\rho=(E_{a}.\lambda’.g)\rho$ .
We shall show that the triple (G. 9, $:y$ ) form a $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ triple.
Lemma 2.10 The $mnppi.n_{j}.‘\varphi$ : $Yarrow‘\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} de,fi,r$), $ed$ by $\alpha\varphi=$ $(E_{C\mathrm{I}}. 1)\rho$ is an, $orrl,er$ ’ isomorphism.
Lemma 2.11 The mapping $0$ is an $act,ionofG\mathrm{o}’ l$, ]‘. on the left. by $07^{\cdot}de7^{\cdot}t’u,t.omor^{4}phisms$ .
Lemma 2.12 With the above notation:
(i) $‘,p\text{ }$ is an order $ide‘ J,l$ of cili
(ii) $G\circ$ ${ }$. J7 $=R’$ .
(iii) $g\mathrm{o}$ ( p $\cap’p/\neq\square$ for all $g\in G$
By the lelnma above. we have t,hat t,he triple (G. .f. J’) is a $\mathrm{M}_{\mathrm{f}j}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}$ triple We shall (jollfitl$\cdot$llcit
$PG$“-quintet by lnaking use of $\mathrm{M}(i\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\cdot$t,riple $(G, f^{arrow J}.J)$ and form $\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ $PG^{*}$-semigroup PG*(Gf’ ’ $P$ ]
Put $P_{\alpha}=P(E_{c\iota})$ for each a $\in Y$ and let $P= \bigcup_{0\in\iota}$ . $P_{\mathrm{o}}$ . For each pair a. $\beta$ of clclnents of $\mathrm{Y}$ where
$\alpha\geq\beta$ . define the mapping
$\rho_{\alpha},\rho$ : $P_{c}‘arrow P\rho$ by $e\rho_{a,\beta}=ef’ e$ wfere $f\in P_{lJ}$ .
Lemma 2.13 With t.he $defi,nit,io’\dagger$, abone. $\rho_{(\mathrm{l}\beta}$, is a ma,pping satifying the conditions $\langle$ $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{G}^{*}1)$ n.nd,
$(\mathrm{P}\mathrm{G}^{*}2)$ .
Thus $PG$“ (G. J. , J. ’ , P. $\{\rho_{a},\rho\}$ ), const,ructed above. foros a $PG^{*}$ -scmigroup
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Lemma 2.14 For any $xa^{*}\in P_{\alpha}$ and $e\in P_{\beta}$ . $xex^{*}\in P_{0\Lambda(x\sigma)\beta}$ .
Lemma 2.15 The mapping $\theta$ : $Sarrow PG^{*}(G. \ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}.’.\Psi_{1}P, \{p_{\mathfrak{a},\beta}\})$ (fefined by
$x\theta=((E_{\alpha}, 1)\rho,$ $x\sigma,$ $xx^{*},$ $x^{*}x)’$.
rvhere $xx^{*}\in$ $E_{\alpha}$ . is $a*- iso\cdot morphism$ .
Now we have the structure of generalized $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$ -semigroups.
Proposition 2.16 A generalized $in\prime verse*-se.mig_{7}\cdot oup$ is $E$ -unito$7^{\cdot}l$) if. am, $d$ only if. it $is*-i_{Somo7\psi}lt,ic$
to some $PG^{*}$ -semijroup.
3 The compatibility relations
Let, $S$ be a $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}*$-sernigroup. For all $s,$ $t\in S$ , t,he left compotibility $r\cdot c,l,n,t,ion$ is defined by
$s\sim_{1}t\Leftrightarrow st^{*}\in E(S)$ ,
the $7\dot{\mathrm{v}}gl|,t$. compatibility $r\cdot\epsilon$, lation is defined by
$s\sim_{r}t\Leftrightarrow s^{*}t\in E(S)$ ,
arid $\mathrm{t}_{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ compatibility relation, the intersection of the above two relations, is defined by
$s\sim t,$ $\Leftrightarrow st^{*},$ $s^{*}t\in E(S)$ .
It is clear that all three relations are reflexive atid synunetric. but, none of them need be transit,ivc
(see Theorem 3.2 for a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}.\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of the generalized inverse $*$ -semigroups having a transitive
compatility relation). The next lemoa describe some of the basic property of t,hese relations.
Lemma 3.1 Let. $S$ be a, $ge?|,er(r\mathit{1}ized$, in$’.\mathrm{t}Je7^{\cdot}se*-semig_{7}\cdot oupa,nd\rho$ be any $\mathit{0}$ne of the t.hree relations $\sim"\sim,.$ ,
($\iota’‘|_{l}d\sim$ . $Tlt,en$. the $fol,l,o^{l}(vi\prime n.qt,\cdot wo$ properties hold.
(i) $s\rho t$ and $\prime u\rho v$ imply that $su\rho t\tau j$ .
(ii) $s\leq t,$ $u\leq\cdot()$ and $t,$ $\rho\cdot()$ imply that $s$ pu.
Theorem 3.2 Let $S$ be $\mathrm{r}\iota$ $gene\tau.a_{w}lizedinverse*$ -semigroup. Then $t,he$ compatibility $f^{\backslash }e1,a.t,io\mathit{7}7$, is $t,r\cdot a\tau|,siti\iota\prime \mathrm{e}$
if, and only if. $S$ is E-unitary.
Proof Suppose $\mathrm{t},\mathrm{h}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\sim \mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ transitive. Let $es\in E(S)$ , where $e$ is an idempot,$\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ . Then $s\sim \mathrm{r},s$ sincc
elements $s(es)^{*}$ and $s^{*}es$ are idempot,ents. Clearly $es\sim s^{*}s$ , and so. by $\mathrm{o}\mathrm{U}1^{\cdot}$ assumption that, t,he
compatibility relation is transitive, we have that $s\sim s^{*}s.$ But, $s(s^{*}s)^{*}=s$ , so that $s$ is an idempotent.
Conversely. suppone that $S$ is E-unit,ary and $s\sim t$. and $t\sim \mathrm{t}\downarrow$ . Clearly { $s^{*}t.)(t^{*}u)$ is an idempotcnt
alld
$(s^{*}t)(t^{*}u)=s^{*}u(t^{*}u)^{*}(t^{*}u)$
$\mathrm{B}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}_{l}S$ is $E$-unitary and so $s^{*}’ u$ is an idempotent. Similarly, $\delta’u^{*}$ is an idempotent. Hence $s\sim u$ . 1
Proposition 3.3 Let. $S$ be a $\tau\cdot e\mathrm{c}/ular*$ -semigroup. Then the following $a,\tau\cdot e$ equi $nal,ent.$ :
(i) Th$e$ l.efl. $rmd7^{\cdot}igl\mathrm{t},t$. compa,tibility $r(ilat.ionsa,re_{d}$ equal.
(ii) For$\cdot$ $‘ rlls.t\in S$ . we hove thnt $st\in E(S)i,f$. and $\mathit{0}’|_{l}l,\uparrow/if.$ $ts\in E(S)$ .
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A congruence $\rho$ on an orthodox semigroup $S$ is said to be idem,potent pu,’ $c$: if $a\in S.\mathrm{c}\in E(S)$ and
$(a.e)\in\rho$ then ($\iota$ is an idemp $o\mathrm{t},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$ .
Proposition 3.4 Let, $S$ be an $E- unlt,a,r\mathrm{c}/7^{\cdot}egul\mathrm{r}\iota 7^{\cdot}*$-semigroup. Then a congruence $\rho$ is idempotent
pure if, and $onl_{lj},$ if, $\rho\subseteq\sim$ .
Proof Let $\rho$ be idempotent pure and let $(a, b)\in\rho$ . Then $\langle$ ab*. $bb^{*}$ ) $\in\rho$ . But $\rho$ is idempotent pure
and $bb^{*}$ is an idempotent,. Thus $ab^{*}$ is an idempotent. Similarly. $a^{*}b$ is an idempot, $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ . Thus $a\sim b$ .
Conversely, let $\rho$ be a $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}1^{\backslash }\mathrm{u}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}$ contained in the compatibility relation. Let $(a, e)\in\rho$ . where $e$
is an idempotent. Then $a\sim e$ . Thus $ae^{*}\in E(S)$ . But $e^{*}$ is an idempot,ent and so $a$ is an idempot, $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ .
since $S$ is $E$-uliitary. 1
4 Enlargements
We proved in Section 2, that $E$-unitary generalized $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$ -semigroups are essentially isomorphic to
the generalized illverse*-subsemigroups of $PG^{*}$-semigroups. The point is that if $X$ is a meet, semi-
lattice, we can fonn the semigroup $PG^{*}(G, X, X, P, \{\rho_{\mathfrak{a},\beta}\})$ , which contains $PG^{*}$ ( $G,$ $X,$ $Y,$ P,. $\{\rho_{\mathfrak{a}.\beta}\}$ )
as a generalized inverse $*$ -subsemigoup. In the following proposition, we shall describe the abstract
relat,ionship bctween $PG^{*}(G. X, Y, P, \{\rho_{\alpha,\beta}\})$ and $PG^{*}(G, X, X, P, \{\rho_{\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}.\beta}\})$ .
Proposition 4.1 Let (G. $X,$ $Y,$ $P,$ $\{\rho_{a,\beta}\}$ ) be a $PG^{*}$ -quintet. $wh,er\cdot eX$ is (/, meet semilattice.
(i) The idempotents of $PG$“ ( $G$ , X. $Y,$ $P$ ) $fo7^{\cdot}m$ an $07^{\cdot}der$. ideal of $PG^{*}(G. X, X, P)$ .
(ii) If $(\alpha..q.x_{1}, x_{2})\in PG^{*}(G, X, X, P)$ is such that
$\langle$ $a.g,$ $x_{1\mathrm{t}}x_{2})^{*}(\alpha, g, x_{1}.x_{2})$ . $(\alpha, g, x_{1}.x_{2})(\alpha, .q, x_{1}, x_{2})^{*}\in PG^{*}$ ( $G$ , X. Y. $P$ )
then, $(\alpha..q, x_{1}, x_{2})\in PG^{*}\langle G,$ $X,$ $Y,$ $P)$ .
(iii) For each projection $(\alpha, 1, x,, x)\in PG^{*}(G, X, X, P)t.h,er\cdot e$ exists a projection $(\beta, 1, .y, y)\in$
$PG^{*}(G. X, Y_{1}P)$ $S’uch$, that. $(\alpha, 1, x, x)^{C}\overline{J}(\beta, 1, y, y)$ .
On the basis of t.he above proposition. we make the following definition. Let, $S$ be a generalized
$\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{l}1}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$-subsemigroup of a generalized $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$ -semigroup $T$ . We say that $T$ is an enlaryement, of $S$
if the following three axioms hold:
(E1) $E(S)$ is an order ideal of $E(T)$ .
(E2) If $t\in T$ and $t^{*},t,$ $t,t^{*}\in S$ then $t\in S$ .
(E3) For every projection $e\in T$ there exists a proiection $f\in S$ such that $e_{\sim}^{\Gamma \text{ }\prime}f$
The following is easy $\mathrm{t},\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}_{1}\cdot o\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}$ .
Lemma 4.2 Let $S$ be a, generalized inve $7^{\cdot}se*-s$ubsemigro’up ofT. Then $aa:iom$ (E1) holtls if. $a,’\iota \mathit{1}$ only
if. $S$ is $a’,‘ O7de7^{\cdot}$ ideal, of $T$ .
We may find a $PG^{*}$-representation of an $E- \mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}_{}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}$ generalized $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$ -semigroup.
Theorem 4.3 Let $G$ be a group an‘1 $X$ a semilat.$t$.ice. $ar|,d$ let $S$ be a, generdizerl $in\prime ver\cdot se*-S’ubsemi\iota/$roup
of the generaiized inve $7^{\cdot}se*$ -semigroup $PG^{*}$ ( $G,$ $X,$ $X$ , P. $\{\rho_{0.\beta}\}$ ). Suppose that $PG$“ (G. $X$ , X. P. $\{\rho_{0./^{f}}\}$ )
is an enlarqement of S. Let
$Y=\{\alpha\in X : (\alpha, 1, x, y)\in E(S)\}$ and $Q=\{x\in P:(a. 1., x, y)\in E(S)\}$ .
$Tl_{l}$, en (G. X. $Y$, Q. $\{\rho_{0},\rho\}$ ) is a $PG^{*}$ -quinte $t$. and $S=PG^{*}$ ( $G,$ $X$ , Y. $Q,$ $\{\rho_{0,\beta}\}$ ).
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5 A Structure Theorem
We can now prove the ioiqueness of $\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}PG^{*}$-representation of an $E$-unitary generalized inverse $*-$
semlgroup.
Theorem 5.1 Let $(G, X, Y, P, \{\rho_{a,\beta}\})$ and $(G’, X‘, Y‘, P‘, \{\rho_{\mathrm{o}}’,\})$ be $t,woPG^{*}- q\tau\iota int.et,s$ . Let $\theta$ : $Garrow$
$G’$ be a $.q_{7ou}pisom,orphism$, and let $\psi$ : $Xarrow X’$ be $a,nord,er$ isomo7phism, s’u,ch that $\psi|)^{=}$ is $(f,’ l$
$i_{Somo7}\varphi h,i_{\iota}9m$ from th, $e$ semilattice $Y$ on,to $Y’$ ; now let $\xi$ : $Parrow P’$ be a, bijection. $S$ uppo.ge $/r,l_{\mathrm{d}}so$ that. $f\mathrm{o}7^{\cdot}$
($d.l$. $.q\prime i,\mathrm{t}$, G. $c\ell$ in $X$ and $.\prime l$ ’ in $P_{1j}$ .
$(g\alpha)\psi=(.q\theta)(\alpha\cdot\psi)$ .
$(.\tau:\rho_{\beta,\gamma})\zeta=(x\xi)\rho\beta\psi.\sim\psi’$ .
where $\beta,$ $\gamma\in Y$ sucht $t,ha,t,$ $\beta\geq\gamma$ . Then the mapping $\phi$ : $PG^{*}$ ( $G.$ X. $Y,$ $P$ ) $arrow PG^{*}(G’.X’.Y’.P’‘)$ $dc^{\mathrm{J}}fined$,
$b?j$
$(\alpha, g.x, y)\phi=(\alpha\psi, g\theta, x\xi, y\xi)$
is $a*$ -isomorphism. Conversely. eve$7?*$ -isomorphism from $PG$“ (G. X. $Y,$ $P$ ) onto $PG$“ $(G$‘. $X$ ‘. $Y’.P$‘ $)$
is of this $t\uparrow/pe$ .
6 The minimum group congruence
In this subscction, we shall first give an $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}$,ernative charact, $\mathrm{c}\iota^{\backslash }\mathrm{i}\mathrm{z}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}_{1}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ of t,he minimtlni group congrueuce
on a generalized $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}*$ -sernigroup.
Theorem 61 If $S$ is ($\iota gert,eral,izedin^{i}verse*- semig7^{\cdot}\mathit{0}\cdot up$ then t,h e $rel,at,ion$
$\sigma=$ { $(a,$ $b)\in S\cross S:eaf=ebf$ for some $e,$ $f\in P(S)$ }
$i,\backslash ^{\backslash }t,h,e$ minimum $gr\cdot \mathit{0}\prime up$ congruence on $S$ .
Idelnpotent, pure congiuences, the minimum group congruence and $E$-unitary gencralized inverse
$*$-semigroups $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\cdot \mathrm{e}$ all linked by the following result.
Theorem 6.2 Let $S$ be a gen,era,lized inve $7^{\cdot}se*$ -semigroup. $Th$,en the following $condit,ion\delta a,\tau\cdot eeq\tau\iota i_{1}\prime a-$
lent:
(i) $S$ is E-un itary.
(ii) $\sim=\sigma$ .
(iii) $\sigma$ is idempotent $p\cdot n7^{\cdot}C^{\mathrm{J}},$ .
(iv) $\sigma(e)=E(S)$ for$\cdot$ $a,n,y$ idempotent $\mathrm{e}$ .
Proof $(\mathrm{i})\Leftrightarrow(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v})$ . Imrnediate.





Hence $n\sigma \mathfrak{l}’$ .
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Conversely. suppose $a\sigma l$). Then $eaf=cf_{J}f$. for some $e.f\in P(S)$ by Theorem 6.1. Thus we have
$(ebf)(ebf)^{*}=eafb^{*}bb^{*}e=(eab^{*})bfb^{*}e\in E(S)$ .
But $bfb^{*}e$ is an idempotent. Thus, by (i). $eab^{*}\in E(S)$ . By using (i) again. we obtaill $ab’\in E(S)$
since $e\in E(S)$ . Similarly, $a^{*}b$ is an idempotent.
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$ . Let $(a.e)\in\sigma$ . where $e$ is an idempot, $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$ . Clearly. $e\sim a^{*}a$ . But, $\sim=\sigma$ annd so $a$ $\sim a^{*}a$ .
Hence $a$ is an idempotent.
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})\Rightarrow(\mathrm{i})$ . Let $c\iota\in S$ and $e\in E(S)$ such that $ea\in E(S)$ . Then $eae=\mathrm{e}(eae)e$ . Thus. by Result 1.4.
$(a, eae)\in\sigma$ . But $eae=(ea)e\in E(S)$ and so $a$ is an $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}_{1}$since $\sigma$ is idempot, $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}$, pure. I
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